
 
 
 
 
 

At St. Martin’s we strive to equip children with a foundation of knowledge and skills with which to build upon as 
they progress through their learning journey. The information outlined in this document is used in conjunction with 
the information in the EYFS Long Term Curriculum.  We know that for children to become successfully literate and 
numerate, a whole host of pre-requisite skills need to come prior to that. Whilst the examples given below are not 
exhaustive, we find that we focus very heavily on the two strands of developing communication and physical 
development as without a foundation of competency in these prime areas, it is very difficult to progress towards 
expected levels by the end of the EYFS. 

We aim to provide opportunities for children to be taught, to refine and to apply the skills outlined below. This is 
done in a range of ways e.g. through planning and set up of core and enhanced continuous provision, through 
teacher led whole class lessons and through small group and one to one activities. 
 

This document will help to support staff and parents to know and plan for the sometimes overlooked yet vital pre-
requisite skills needed to be able to access the later elements of the reading, writing and maths curriculums. 
Children will leave our EYFS provision having made progression through these skill pathways towards the expected 
levels at the end of the EYFS.

	 	



 

 
  Communication and language!

•  Maintaining attention!
•  Ability to maintain eye-contact!
•  Know that spoken words carry meaning!
•  Listening and responding to spoken language!
•  Meta-linguistic awareness- the ability to 

understand, think and talk about language.!
•  Developing a wide and varied vocabulary!
!

Fine Motor movement control and!
 co-ordination!
•  Finger and thumb strength, dexterity 

and isolation of movements!
•  Development of a dominant hand 

and an assisting hand.!
•  Manipulation of objects/ tools!
•  Grasp strength!
•  Ability to use a pincer movement.!
•  Ability to hold a pencil in a 

comfortable and effective grip.!

!

Sensory integration and working memory!
•  Ocular-motor control- the ability to locate and fix on an object within the field of 

vision.!
•  Visual perception- ability to make sense of visual images!
•  Visual processing- ability to use and interpret visual images!
•  Visual discrimination- e.g. shapes, colours and pictures!
•  Visual tracking-!
•  Sensory awareness and integration!
•  Proprioception!
•  Developed visual and auditory working memory!
•  Ability to imitate movements!

Gross Motor movement control 
and co-ordination!
•  Core strength!
•  Balance!
•  Upper body strength!
•  Hand-eye co-ordination!
•  Bilateral movements!
•  Crossing the midline!
•  Spatial awareness!

!

Phonological and phonemic 
awareness!

•  Ability to discriminate between 
different sounds!

•  Ability to hear and identify oral 
rhyme and rhythm!

•  Ability to manipulate spoken sounds 
and phonemes!

•  Ability to blend phonemes in 
sequence to create a word!

•  Ability to segment words into 
component phonemes.!

•  Ability to segment sentences into a 
sequence of words!

•  Ability to recite and sing words in 
sequence!

Physical Development!Communication and Language!

Concepts of print!
•  Ability to symbolise through 

gesture, language and play!
•  Know that symbols and print!
     carry meaning!
•  Recognise significant symbols/ 

words e.g. name!
•  Hold a book correctly and turn 

pages!
•  Know print goes from left to right!

!

Ability to classify visual images, 
recognise and continue patterns, and 

organise and sequence sounds, images 
or objects. !

Reading! Writing! Maths!



 
 

Once the children have a secure foundation in the pre-requisite skills detailed previously, we then to look to teach and assess children’s learning 
using guidance from the EYFS development matters document in addition to expectations based on experience and understanding of next steps 
when leaving the EYFS. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 

  



 
 
 
 

 
 


